Biodiversity Research Aid for Innovation and Novel Solutions B.R.A.I.N.S.

Do you have an innovative and valuable idea? Would you like to learn how to protect your innovation? Not sure what in bioinformatics/life sciences areas is patentable? Do not worry, you can get professional advice!

B.R.A.I.N.S. learning is pleased to announce a workshop on Intellectual Property

Presenters: Melanie Szweras, Laurence MacPhie and Ian McMillan from Bereskin & Parr LLP Intellectual property law

Title: Is my research patentable?

Topics to be included on the workshop:
- Intro to Patents:
  - What is a patent?
  - Requirements for patentability
- Novelty, inventiveness, utility, patentable subject matter
  - Process for obtaining a patent
    - Invention disclosure forms
    - Provisional vs. regular vs. international applications

When: Thursday January 14th 2016 at 12:00 pm
Where: Visualization Theatre, Room 1009 Biodiversity Institute of Ontario

For scheduling and more information on the seminars, please visit: http://biodiversitygenomics.net/seminars.html